CONVENIENCE

WHITE MOUNTAIN REFRIGERATORS
MOST CONVENIENT
INTRODUCTION

We make the best refrigerators in the world because we have the facilities and know how to make them. We have learned how, not only by years of experience, but by the study and application of scientific principles to refrigeration. These principles are embodied in our products.

They mean to you more economy, more satisfaction, less ice and more refrigeration for your money.

They mean cleanliness, sweetness, convenience and durability.

They mean that for the ice consumed you get more cold air circulating in and through the parts of the refrigerator where it is most needed.

They mean that the materials and construction of our refrigerators are selected and employed, not for their cheapness or availability, but because they unite in making the very best refrigerator that it is possible to produce.

This is the WHITE MOUNTAIN REFRIGERATOR
Every White Mountain Refrigerator is built "for keeps" and will last a lifetime. There is not a square inch of material used in its construction that is not inspected both before and after it is put into use. There is not a loose joint or a poor fastening of any kind anywhere about it. Every White Mountain Refrigerator is a mechanical success and is made of first-class dry, selected lumber, put together by skilled mechanics. All joints are tongued and grooved together; the inside walls, backs and bottoms are an inch thick; the sheathing is charcoal; the trimmings are specially designed and made in nickel or bronze finish. Our patent lever locks are the best that ingenuity can devise; they bring the doors to a "tight joint" automatically. The baseboard is swung on steel pivot hinges instead of wooden pegs. Our patent spring socket casters can not drop out.

Double boxes; extra size ice-chambers, shelves, etc., all of heavy galvanized steel; patent trap to positively shut off all odors from the overflow; large doors and sliding shelves, making access to the interior easy. Handsomely carved panels and elegant golden oak finish. Such are White Mountain Refrigerators, honestly made throughout, and the best that can possibly be produced at any price.
CONVENIENCE

What with its sliding shelves, its large doors, its roominess, and the ease with which food and ice can be placed in or taken out of it, etc., the White Mountain Refrigerator is Convenience itself. Everything about it is convenient.

The first really convenient refrigerator ever made was the White Mountain, and it is the most convenient refrigerator made to-day,—convenient from top to bottom.

In the White Mountain you can get the actual use of more space and get it more conveniently than in any other refrigerator.

The ice chambers are large and capacious. All the doors are large, adding to outward appearance and giving easier access to the interior, with its sliding shelves, and the swinging base-board facilitates the removing and emptying of the drip pan.

White Mountain Refrigerators are easy to buy, easy to use, easy to clean and to keep clean, and convenient in every possible way that can be desired.

Convenience is one of the great factors that have made the White Mountain Refrigerator so eminently popular above all others.

WHITE MOUNTAIN REFRIGERATORS ARE CONVENIENT
WHITE MOUNTAIN REFRIGERATORS
Best in Construction